
1970s Mystery RPG - Secret Trunk Items 
Vietnamese Player Character suspects NPC is a spy and 

finds their secret trunk. Items to allow them to determine their 
suspicions are correct.

ITEM ITEM VISUAL DESCRIPTION HOOK (least to most overt)
Vietamese-

English-
Vietnamese 

Pocket 
Dictionary

[External] A heavily dog-eared Vietnamese-English dictionary. The cover is marked 
with indentations from being written on. [Internal] Too many words are highlighted for 
any to stand out. 

Only a tangential link to potential subterfuge. Is only suspicious in the 
context of the other items in the locker. 

Surgical Gloves
Three pairs of black gloves. New. The sharp scent of latex hits the air as you unroll 
them.

Uncertain connection to subterfuge. Could be used to conceal finger 
prints or to handle chemicals etc., but also have many other 
purposes.

Handful of Coins

A handful of 5 hao coins. Barely weigh anything in your hand. They're mint new; 
glistening aluminium.

The lightness of the coins could be attributed to them being a light 
aluminium rather than hollow for concealing tiny items, so it is not 
immediately clear that the Player should consider the coins evidence 
of subterfuge. The newness of the coins also lends evidence to them 
possibly being suspicious. 

Pocket Tools
[External] The smooth capsule fits easily in your palm. [Internal]  Half a dozen tiny 
tools in pristine condition: wrench, scalpel, screwdriver, pick, file.

Not necessarily indicative on its own, but in context of other items 
suggests spycraft and subterfuge due to the specialised nature of the 
tools, the quality, and deliberate concealability. 

Dental Mold Kit

[External] Worn edges and a faulty latch - this dental kit has seen a lot of use.  
[Internal] The putty is grimy but still firm. The shape of dozens of keys are pressed into 
the underside.

Appears out of place based on what the Player knows about the 
person - invites closer scrutiny. 
Key impressions in the dental putty are an indicator that the item is 
not being used for its intended purpose and is instead concealing its 
use to gain entry/keys for secured assets.



SOULSBORNE-STYLE ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

ITEM NAME USAGE FLAVOUR TEXT

Dried-Blood Vial Combined with [Fresh Water] to 
produce [Empty Vial].

"It's like me ma always said... waste not, want not, even if blood ends up in the 
soup."

Consumptive Vial 
Restores 100% of your Health when 

consumed. Reduces ATK for a 
prolonged time.

"This fix is far worse than the pain. Grin and bear it." 

A sordid mix of unknown herbs and craven blood, said to have been concocted 
by the most desperate of knights in the darkest depths of battle. Only those 
finding themselves in dire need with no other path before them would choke 
down this vile syrup. 

Moulded Bread Restores 5% of your Health. It doesn't look edible, but sometimes there's no other option.
 

Calathea's Mourning Locket Key Item - Questline: 
[Unto the Death of Dreams] 

It should have been a forbidden, blasphemous love. No Watchtower Nuns are 
permitted to wed, and yet Sister Calathea bound her flesh and spirit unto her 
Lady Knight with the Goddess's blessing. More than one song of devotion and 
love has been written of the pair, although her Lady Knight's name remains 
lost... or mayhap she never had one at all. 

Sick Man's Skin Key Item - Questline: 
[Pestilence on High] Disgusting. 

Turning Screw Crafting material. Gathered from the defunct interrogation chambers of long-dead inquisitors.

Ballad of the Carnal Hunger Key Item - Questline:
[A Scarlet Moon Rises]

Tattered scraps of parchment with vulgar scarlet ink. Maybe a bawdy tavern 
tale?

Crooked Sword One-Handed Weapon The smith who made this had no idea what they were doing. 

Archcraven's Great Axe Two-Handed Weapon
A terrifying sight in combat, the axes of the Archcravens are sought and prized 
even now.

Vorpal Fishknife One-Handed Weapon It stinks, but the fisherfolk of the bayou craft tools without equal.



HARVEST MOON-STYLE ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

ITEM NAME DESCRIPTION

Delicate Bell A precious gift for a precious person. 
Let them know you love them!

Basic Shovel A basic shovel for planting crops and digging up minerals. 
It won't last long.

Basic Bucket A basic bucket for watering crops and filling water troughs. 
It won't last long. 

Hearty Octopus Stew A steaming bowl of hearty octopus stew. 
Perfect for winter. 

Flimsy Rod A basic rod for catching fish.
It looks like it might break at any moment.

Chicken Egg A chicken egg. 
Use it in your recipes, or put it in an incubator and see what happens...

Marmalade A tasty citrus spread. 

Orchid An elegant flower. 
You can't cook with it, but it might make people happy. 

Basic Nest A basic nest to attract birds to your farm. 
They'll eat bugs before they can eat your crops. 

Round Pumpkin A type of pumpkin. 
Plump and orange.



MEDICAL SUPPLIES 

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Bandage Long rolls of fabric used to secure 
dressings in place on a wound. 

Guaze Sterile fabric dressing that covers a 
wound. Wide variety of uses. 

Hemostat 

A type of forceps used to grasp and 
clamp blood vessels and other small 
tissues during surgery and other 
procedures. 

Dermabond Medical-grade glue for sealing simple 
linear wounds.

Alginate Dressing
A thick, dry dressing that absorbs 
leaking fluids. Not suitable for heavy 
bleeding. 

Hydrogel
A moist, flexible dressing to encourage 
healing of deep, dry wounds. Must be 
secured with a bandage.

Transparent Film
A thin, flexible dressing that can cover 
simple wounds. Allows for movement 
and activity. 

Compression Bandage

Long rolls of fabric with added elastic. 
These flexible bandages can be used to 
secure dressings or apply pressure to 
injured joints.

Bandaid
A small, self-adhesive guaze dressing. 
Only suitable for minor cuts or 
abrasions. 

Nylon Suture Material used to stitch and repair deep, 
serious wounds. 


